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14 Rubys Way, Eastwood

UNIQUE IN EASTWOOD
You deserve more than just another house. Are you ready to discover
designer living elegance? A brick home built by quality GJ Gardner Homes
with upgraded external façade, designed and crafted to articulate your
lifestyle.
From the moment you enter this magnificent, smartly designed home, you
will know this is quality. There are 4 spacious bedrooms. The Master
Bedroom with ensuite has a stylish walk through robe and is separate from
the other bedrooms.
The home features open, spacious living areas and is well planned with its
zoned living areas.
The gourmet kitchen features superior Smeg appliances and a fabulous walk
in pantry. Sliding doors lead to a peaceful, undercover alfresco area leading
on to a timber deck and an easy to maintain backyard with plenty of room
for a shed of your choice. There is a fully concreted side access through to
the patio providing great space to store your caravan or boat. The property
sits in a quiet, sought after location within the Eastwood Estate.
Built with countless extras. Highlighted features are;
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Ducted Vacuum System throughout. Great entertaining spaces with Alfresco
and Timber Deck Double gate side access for caravan and boats Security
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SOLD for $445,000
residential
128
836 m2
0 m2
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